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Summary

The incoming administration faces complex issues at the intersections of science, technology, and society. As such, the next administration should establish a special unit within the Science and Technology Policy Institute (STPI)—an existing federally funded research and development center (FFRDC)—to provide capacity for Participatory Technology Assessment (pTA) to the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy and across executive branch agencies.

Robust public engagement can support decision making where neither science nor existing policy provide clear guidance. pTA is an established and evidence-based way to assess public values on contested and complex science and society issues. By tapping into a broader community of expertise and experiences, pTA can identify plausible alternatives and solutions that may be overlooked by experts and advocates.

pTA provides critical and informed public input that is currently missing in conventional policy- and decision-making processes. Policies and decisions will have greater legitimacy, transparency, and accountability as a result. When systematically integrated into research and development (R&D) processes, pTA can be used for anticipatory governance—that is, to direct decisions, policies, and investments toward desired outcomes and away from undesired outcomes.

A pTA unit within STPI would provide pTA as a service for the executive branch regarding emerging scientific and technological issues and questions. By integrating public voices alongside expert assessments, the next administration can ensure that federal science and technology decisions provide the greatest benefit to society.

Challenge and Opportunity

Science and technology (S&T) policy problems always involve issues of public values—such as concerns for safety, prosperity, and justice—alongside issues of fact. However, few systematic and institutional processes meaningfully integrate values from informed public engagement alongside expert consultation. Existing public-engagement mechanisms such as public-comment periods, opinion surveys, and town halls have devolved into little more than “checkbox” exercises. Such mechanisms are sometimes even actively abused through fraud, as happened when the names of deceased individuals appeared in public comments submitted

---

on net neutrality. Moreover, existing engagement mechanisms tend to be dominated by a small number of experts and organized interest groups: people and institutions who generally have established pathways to influence policy anyway.

Existing engagement mechanisms leave out the voices of people who may lack the time, awareness, and/or resources to voice their opinions in response to the Federal Register, such as the roofer, the hair stylist, or the bus driver. This means that important public values—widely held ideas about the rights and benefits that ought to guide policy making in a democratic system—go overlooked. For S&T policy, a failure to integrate public values may result in R&D investments that produce market successes with limited public value, such as treatments for cancer that most patients cannot afford. Failure to integrate public values may also mean that little to no attention gets paid to key areas of societal need, such as developing low-cost tools and approaches for mitigating lead and other contaminants in water supplies.

Institutionalizing pTA within the Federal Government would provide federal agencies access to the tools and resources they need to apply pTA to existing and emerging complex S&T challenges, enabling experts, publics, and decision makers to tackle wicked problems together. pTA can be applied toward resolving long-standing issues, as well as to anticipate and address questions around emerging or novel S&T issues.

**pTA for Long-Standing S&T Issues**

Storage and siting of disposal sites for nuclear waste is an example of the type of ongoing, intractable problems for which pTA is ideally suited. Billions of dollars have been invested to develop a government-managed site for storing nuclear waste in the United States, yet essentially no progress has been made. Entangled political and environmental concerns, such as the risks of leaving nuclear waste in a potentially unsafe state for the long term, have stalled progress. There is also genuine uncertainty and expert disagreement surrounding the risks of leaving nuclear waste in a potentially unsafe state for the long term, have stalled progress. There is also genuine uncertainty and expert disagreement surrounding various storage alternatives.

---

waste has long impacted development of new and alternative nuclear power plants and thus has contributed to the slow transition away from fossil fuels.

There are rarely unencumbered or obvious optimal solutions to long-standing S&T issues like nuclear-waste disposal. But a nuanced and informed dialogue among a diverse public, experts, and decision makers—precisely the type of dialogue enabled through pTA—can help break chronic stalemates and address misaligned or nonexistent incentives. By bringing people together to discuss options and to learn about the benefits and risks of different possible solutions, pTA enables stakeholders to better understand each other’s perspectives. Deliberative engagements like pTA often generate empathy, encouraging participants to collaborate and develop recommendations based on shared exploration of values.\textsuperscript{13,14} pTA is designed to facilitate timely, adequate, and pragmatic choices in the context of uncertainty, conflicting goals, and various real-world constraints. This builds transparency and trust across diverse stakeholders while helping move past gridlock.

\textit{pTA for Emerging and Novel Issues}

pTA is also useful for anticipating controversies and governing emerging S&T challenges, such as the ethical dimensions of gene editing or artificial intelligence. pTA helps grow institutional knowledge and expertise about complex topics as well as about public attitudes and concerns salient to those topics. For example, challenges associated with COVID-19 vaccines present several opportunities to deploy pTA. Public trust of the government’s pandemic response is uneven at best. Many Americans report specific concerns about receiving a COVID-19 vaccine.\textsuperscript{15} Public opinion polls have delivered mixed messages regarding willingness to receive a COVID-19 vaccine,\textsuperscript{16,17} but polls can overlook other concerns and developments in rapidly changing environments. Demands for expediency in vaccine development complicate the situation. A vaccine developed and made widely available sooner could save more lives, but apparent pressure to deliver a vaccine as soon as possible may raise public concern that vaccine safety is not being adequately vetted. Logistical and ethical questions about vaccine rollout also abound: who should get vaccinated first, at what cost, and alongside what other public health measures? The nation needs a portfolio of differentiated and locally robust strategies for vaccine deployment. pTA would help officials anticipate equity challenges related to vaccine use and inform messaging, helping inform rollout strategies for different communities across the country.\textsuperscript{18}

\begin{flushright}
\footnotesize
\begin{itemize}
  \item Reflections from pTA participants include references to learning about and valuing other people’s perspectives. See for example, https://youtu.be/6yImAjIws9A.
\end{itemize}
\end{flushright}
**pTA is an Established Practice**

pTA has a history of use in the European Union and more recently in the United States. Inspired partly by the former U.S. Office of Technology Assessment (OTA), many European nations and the European Parliament operate their own technology assessment (TA) agencies. European TA took a distinctive turn from the OTA in further democratizing science and technology decision-making by developing and implementing a variety of effective and economical practices involving citizen participation (or pTA). Recent European Parliamentary Technology Assessment reports have taken on issues of assistive technologies, future of work, future of mobility, and climate-change innovation.

In the United States, a group of researchers, educators, and policy practitioners established the Expert and Citizen Assessment of Science and Technology (ECAST) network in 2010 to develop a distinctive 21st-century model of TA. Over the course of a decade, ECAST developed an innovative and reflexive participatory technology assessment (pTA) method to support democratic decision-making in different technical, social, and political contexts. After a demonstration project providing citizen input to the United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity in collaboration with the Danish Board of Technology, ECAST piloted its first independent pTA project, working with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration on the agency’s Asteroid Initiative. NASA-sponsored pTA activities about asteroid missions revealed important concerns about mitigating asteroid impact alongside decision support for specific NASA missions. Public audiences prioritized a U.S. role in planetary defense from asteroid impacts. These results were communicated to NASA administrators and informed the development of NASA’s Planetary Defense Coordination Office, demonstrating how pTA can identify novel public concerns to inform decision making.

---

22 See ECAST pTA Method: https://cspo.org/areas-of-focus/pta/.
29 Lindley Johnson of NASA’s Planetary Defense Coordination Office stated: “In 2014 when we had the ECAST study, there were still a lot of people in NASA that had the opinion, ‘No, NASA shouldn’t be doing this.’…It would be overhyped to say [the ECAST pTA study] was the deciding factor but it certainly was a factor in helping us to realize that we did need to set up an office specifically focused on coordinating the efforts across the agency…and internationally. It’s led to the establishment of the Planetary Defense Coordination Office a little over two years ago.” From: School for the Future of Innovation in Society. (2018). Discussion of Office of Planetary Defense Creation. Arizona State University. https://vimeo.com/423275286.
This NASA pTA paved the way for pTA projects with the Department of Energy on nuclear-waste disposal and with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration on community resilience.\textsuperscript{30,31} ECAST’s portfolio also includes projects on climate intervention research,\textsuperscript{32} the future of automated vehicles,\textsuperscript{33} and gene editing.\textsuperscript{34} These and other projects have been supported by more than three million dollars of public and philanthropic funding over the past five years. Strong funding support in recent years highlights a growing demand for public engagement in science and technology decision-making.

However, the current scale of investment in pTA projects is vastly outstripped by the number of agencies and policy decisions that stand to benefit from pTA. ECAST’s capacity and ability to partner with federal agencies is limited. Any external entity like ECAST will encounter difficulties in building institutional memory and in developing cooperative-agreement mechanisms across agencies with different missions. Integrating public engagement as a standard component of decision making will require aligning the interests of sponsoring agencies, publics, and pTA practitioners within the context of broad and shifting political environments.\textsuperscript{35-37} An FFRDC office dedicated to pTA would provide the embedded infrastructure, staffing, and processes necessary to achieve these challenging tasks. A dedicated home for pTA within the executive branch would also enable systematic research, evaluation, and training related to pTA methods and practices, as well as better integration of these tools into decision making.

Plan of Action

The next administration should support and conduct pTA across the Federal Government by expanding the scope of the Science and Technology Policy Institute (STPI) to include a special unit with a separate operating budget dedicated specifically to pTA. STPI is an existing federally funded research and development center (FFRDC) that already conducts research on emerging technological challenges for the Federal Government. STPI is strategically associated with the

\begin{enumerate}
\item[30] See the Climate Hazard Resilience Forums project: https://www.mos.org/pes-forum-archive/noaa-forum.
\end{enumerate}
White House Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP). Integrating pTA across federal agencies aligns with OSTP’s mission to “coordinate the scientific and technical work of the Executive Branch...to provide the greatest benefit to society.”

A dedicated pTA unit within STPI would (1) provide expertise and resources to conduct pTA for federal agencies and (2) document and archive broader public expertise captured through pTA. Much publicly valuable knowledge generated from one area of S&T is applicable to and usable in other areas. As part of an FFRDC associated with the executive branch, STPI’s pTA unit could collaborate with universities to help disseminate best practices across all executive agencies.

We envision that STPI’s pTA unit would conduct activities related to the general theory and practice of pTA as well as partner with other federal agencies to integrate pTA into projects large and small. Small-scale projects, such as a series of public focus groups, expert consultations, or general topic research could be conducted directly by the pTA unit’s staff. Larger projects, such as a series of in-person or online deliberative engagements, workshops, and subsequent analysis and evaluation, would require additional funding and support from the requesting agencies. The STPI pTA unit could also establish longer-term partnerships with universities and science centers (as in the ECAST network), thereby enabling the federal government to leverage and learn from pTA exercises sponsored by non-federal entities.

The new STPI pTA unit would be funded in part through projects requested by other federal agencies. An agency would fund the pTA unit to design, plan, conduct, assess, and analyze a pTA effort on a project relevant to the agency. This model would enable the unit to distribute costs across the executive branch and would ensure that the unit has access to subject-matter experts (i.e., agency staff) needed to conduct an informed pTA effort. Housing the unit within STPI would contribute to OSTP’s larger portfolio of science and technology policy analysis, open innovation and citizen science, and a robust civic infrastructure.

**Cost and Capacities**

Adding a pTA unit to STPI would increase federal capacity to conduct pTA, utilizing existing pathways and budget lines to support additional staff and infrastructure for pTA capabilities. Establishing a semi-independent office for pTA within STPI would make it possible for the executive branch to share support staff and other costs. We anticipate that $2.5–3 million per year would be needed to supporting the core team of researchers, practitioners, leadership, small-scale projects, and operations within STPI for the pTA unit. This funding would require congressional approval.

---

The STPI pTA unit and its staff would be dedicated to housing and maintaining a critical infrastructure for pTA projects, including practical know-how, robust relationships with partner organizations (e.g., science centers or other public venues for hosting deliberative pTA forums), and analytic capabilities. This unit would not wholly be responsible for any given pTA effort. Rather, sponsoring agencies should provide resources and direction to support individual pTA projects.

We expect that the STPI pTA unit would be able to conduct two or three pTA projects per year initially. Capacity and agility of the unit would expand as time went on. In the fifth year of the unit (the typical length of an FFRDC contract), the presidential administration should consider whether there is sufficient agency demand for pTA—and whether the STPI pTA unit has sufficiently demonstrated proof-of-concept—to merit establishment of a new and independent FFRDC or other government entity fully dedicated to pTA.

**Operations**

The process for initiating, implementing and finalizing a pTA project would resemble the following:

- Agency approaches the pTA unit with interest in conducting pTA for agency assessment and decision making for a particular subject.
- pTA unit assists the agency in developing questions appropriate for pTA. This process involves input from agency decision makers and experts as well as external stakeholders.
- Memorandum of understanding/agreement (MOU/MOA) is created, laying out the scope of the pTA effort.
- pTA unit and agency convene expert and/or public workshops (as appropriate) to inform pTA activities.
- pTA unit and agency create, test, and evaluate prototype pTA activities (see FAQs below for more details on evaluation).
- pTA unit and agency work with a network of pTA host institutions (e.g., science centers, universities, nonprofit organizations, etc.) to coordinate pTA forums.
- pTA unit oversees pTA forums.
- pTA unit collects, assesses, and analyzes pTA forum results with iterative input and analysis from the hosting agency.
- pTA unit works with stakeholders to share and finalize pTA reports on the subject, as well as a dissemination plan for sharing results with stakeholder groups.

**Conclusion**

Participatory Technology Assessment (pTA) is an established suite of tools and processes for eliciting and documenting informed public values and opinions to contribute to decision making around complex issues at the intersections of science, technology, and society. By creating capacity for pTA within STPI, the incoming administration will bolster its ability to address
longstanding science and technology issues, as well as to anticipate questions and public values around novel and emerging issues. Such capacity and capabilities will be crucial to improving the legitimacy, transparency, and accountability of decisions regarding how we navigate and tackle the most intractable problems facing our society, now and for years to come.
Frequently Asked Questions

Aren’t expert panels the best way to address complex S&T issues? Why should S&T assessments focus on involving the public and public values?

Experts can help map potential policy and R&D options and their implications. However, there will always be an element of judgment when it comes to deciding among options. This stage is often more driven by ethical and social concerns than by technical assessments. For instance, leaders may need to figure out a fair and just process to govern hazardous-waste disposal, or weigh the implications of using genetically modified organisms to control diseases. Involving the public in decision-making can help counter challenges associated with expert judgment (for example, “groupthink”) while bringing in perspectives, values, and considerations that experts may overlook or discount.

How can you know that members of the public are sufficiently informed to be able to contribute to a decision?

pTA incorporates a variety of measures to inform discussion, such as background materials distributed to participants and multimedia tools to provide relevant information about the issue. The content of background materials is developed by experts and stakeholders prior to a pTA event to give the public the information they need to thoughtfully engage with the topic at hand. Evaluation tools, such as those from the informal science-education community, can be used to assess how effective background materials are at preparing the public for an informed discussion, and to identify ineffective materials that may need revision or supplementation. Evaluations of several past pTA efforts have 1) shown consistent learning among public participants and 2) have documented robust processes for the creation, testing, and refinement of pTA activities that foster informed discussions among pTA participants.45,46

Will doing pTA enhance the communications missions of federal agencies?

pTA can result in products and information, such as reports and data on public values, that are relevant and useful for the communication missions of agencies. However, pTA should avoid becoming a tool for strategic communications or a procedural “checkbox” activity for public engagement. Locating the Federal Government’s dedicated pTA unit within an FFRDC will ensure that pTA is informed by and accountable to a broader community of pTA experts and stakeholders who are independent of any mission agency.

Why does the Federal Government need in-house capacity to conduct pTA?

The work of universities, science centers, and nonpartisan think tanks have greatly expanded the tools and approaches available for using pTA to inform decision-making. Many past pTA efforts have been driven by such nongovernmental institutions, and have proven agile, collaborative, and low cost. These efforts, while successful, have limited or diffuse ties to federal decision making.

Embedding pTA within the Federal Government would help agencies overcome the opportunity and time cost of integrating public input into tight decision-making timelines. ECAST’s work with federal agencies has shown the need for a stable bureaucratic infrastructure surrounding pTA at the federal level to build organizational memory, create a federal community of practice, and productively institutionalize pTA into federal decision-making.

Importantly, pTA is a nonpartisan method that can help bridge divides. Involving a diversity of perspectives through pTA engagements can help stakeholders move beyond impasse and conflict. pTA engagements emphasize recruiting and involving Americans from all walks of life, including those historically excluded from policymaking.

How would a pTA unit within STPI complement existing technology assessment capacity? How would it differ from that existing capacity?

Currently, the Government Accountability Office’s Science, Technology Assessment, and Analytics team (STAA) conducts technology assessment for Congress. Technology Assessment (TA) is designed to enhance understanding of the implications of new technologies or existing S&T issues. The STAA certainly has the capacity to undertake pTA studies on key S&T issues if and when requested by Congress. However, the distinctive form of pTA developed by ECAST and exemplified in ECAST’s work with NASA, NOAA, and DOE follows a knowledge co-production model in which agency program managers work with pTA practitioners to co-design, co-develop, and integrate pTA into their decision-making processes. STAA, as a component of the legislative branch, is not well positioned to work alongside executive agencies in this way. The proposed pTA unit within STPI would make the proven ECAST model available to all executive agencies, nicely complementing the analytical TA capacity that STAA offers the federal legislature.

Why should the government establish a pTA unit within an FFRDC instead of using executive orders to conduct pTA or requiring agencies to undertake pTA?

Executive orders could support one-off pTA projects and require agencies to conduct pTA. However, establishing a pTA unit within an FFRDC like STPI would provide additional benefits that would lead to a more robust pTA capacity.
FFRDCs are a special class of research institutions owned by the Federal Government but operated by contractors, including universities, nonprofits, and industrial firms. The primary purpose of FFRDCs is to pursue research and development that cannot be effectively provided by the government or other sectors operating on their own. FFRDCs also enable the government to recruit and retain diverse experts without government hiring and pay constraints, providing the government with a specialized, agile workforce to respond to agency needs and societal challenges.

Creating a pTA unit in an FFRDC would provide an institutional home for general pTA know-how and capacity: a resource that all agencies could tap into. The pTA unit would be staffed by a small but highly-trained staff who are well-versed in the knowledge and practice of pTA. The pTA unit would not preclude individual agencies from undertaking pTA on their own, but would provide a “help center” to help agencies figure out where to start and how to overcome roadblocks. pTA unit staff could also offer workshops and other opportunities to help train personnel in other agencies on ways to incorporate the public perspective into their activities.

Other potential homes for a dedicated federal pTA unit include the Government Accountability Office (GAO) or the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine. However, GAO’s association with Congress would weaken the unit’s connections to agencies. The National Academies historically conduct assessments driven purely by expert consensus, which may compromise the ability of National Academies-hosted pTA to include and/or emphasize broader public values.

How will the government evaluate the performance and outcomes of (1) pTA efforts and (2) a dedicated pTA unit? How has pTA been evaluated previously?

Evaluating a pTA effort means answering four questions:

- **First, did the pTA effort engage a diverse public not otherwise engaged in S&T policy formulation?** pTA practitioners generally do not seek statistically representative samples of participants (unlike, for instance, practitioners of mass opinion polling). Instead, pTA practitioners focus on including a diverse group of participants, with particular attention paid to groups who are generally not engaged in S&T policy formulation.
- **Second, was the pTA process informed and deliberative?** This question is generally answered through strategies borrowed from the informal science-learning community, such as “pre- and post-” surveys of self-reported learning. Qualitative analysis of the participant responses and discussions can evaluate if and how background information was used in pTA exercises. Involving decision makers and stakeholders in the evaluation process—for example, through sharing initial evaluation results—helps build the credibility of participant responses, particularly when decision makers or agencies are skeptical of the ability of lay citizens to provide informed opinions.
- **Third, did pTA generate useful and actionable outputs for the agency and, if applicable, stakeholders?** pTA practitioners use qualitative tools for assessing public opinions and values alongside quantitative tools, such as surveys. A combination of qualitative and
quantitative analysis helps to evaluate not just what public participants prefer regarding a given issue but why they hold that preference and how they justify those preferences. To ensure such information is useful to agencies and decision makers, pTA practitioners involve decision makers at various points in the analysis process (for example, to probe participant responses regarding a particular concern). Interviews with decision makers and other stakeholders can also assess the utility of pTA results.

- Fourth, what impact did pTA have on participants, decisions and decision-making processes, decision makers, and organizational culture? This question can be answered through interviews with decision makers and stakeholders, surveys of pTA participants, and impact assessments.

Evaluation of a pTA unit within an existing FFRDC would likely involve similar questions: questions focused on the impact of the unit on decisions, decision-making processes, and the culture and attitudes of agency staff who worked with the pTA unit. An external evaluator, such as the Government Accountability Office or the National Academies of Sciences, could be tasked with carrying out such an evaluation.

How publicly accessible should the work of a pTA unit be? Should pTA results and processes be made public?

pTA results and processes should typically be made public as long as few risks are posed to pTA participants (in line with federal regulations protecting research participants). Publishing results and processes ensures that stakeholders, other members of government (e.g., Congress), and broader audiences can view and interpret the public values explored during a pTA effort. Further, making results and processes publicly available serves as a form of accountability, ensuring that pTA efforts are high quality.

---

47 See Collaborative Research: Participatory Technology Assessment and Cultures of Expertise: https://www.nsf.gov/awardsearch/showAward?AWD_ID=1827826
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